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About This Game

Starting the Game is a game about a non-experienced end user who is trying to download and play a game.

List of features:

Fully narrated by a native English speaker

Steam achievements

Gaming/tech/IT memes

Simulation of various OS's

Terrible design

Can you survive being a computer newbie and will you actually get to play a game?
Let's see...
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Title: Starting The Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Online Vision, Divertic
Publisher:
Garage Games
Release Date: 8 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 32bit XP+

Processor: Core 2 Solo, 1.3Ghz (Penryn)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32mb VRAM+

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Czech
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A true return to form to what made Ace Combat games fun.. I thought it was a good game, but it could have had more game!. I
was expecting something else, oh well.. A beautiful game that utilizes teleportation and free movement. Some vehicle driving
which did get me a little motion sick. Interesting use of perspectives and game mechanics.

I purchased this game because I had just finished Solus Project and was looking for a similar game. For some reason this game
didn't hook me as Solus Project did. Genres slightly different which may have been the cause (SP is walking sim, narative story,
and survival while Alice is more walking sim, narative story, puzzler)

Completed the game which is a plus for my review but in the end I'm recommending to wait for a sale and consider before
buying.. Here is a video of my gameplay. I did not include the bonus levels so just in case you guys actually want to play the
game so the bonus levels could be a new experience for you

Here is the complete gameplay and it is within a 20 min video see some spooks then some frustration
https://youtu.be/mQ9pgCedjT8

This was not meant to be a horror game rather i see it as an exoerience with a cult. The premise may seem scary but the horror
dissappears about halfway into the game whenthe game then changes to a task with no clear objective anymore. I recommend to
the developer if he or she is reading this to fix some bugs. overall i say the game is a 5/10 because like i said there is something
there it just needs to be polished. A strange game. My first reaction, after playing for an hour or so, is that the game is, well,
bland. There's only one goal for each level and that's to find a scroll and then get to the exit.

There's no charm to it and the random levels and sluggish platforming provide more frustration than delight. Worth the $1 I paid
for it in the Xmas sale.. This game can be great. Instead of killing zombies you controll them witch is fun and you don't see
many games that do this.
Its in alpha but shows a lot of potential to become a great game. I'm hoping for new levels to come as soon as possible.

Obviously there was some stuff that i didn't like. Such as the way the zombies behave. For example when you tell them to attack
someone even tough they are getting their♥♥♥♥♥kicked they completely ignore the person thats tryng to kill them. So pretty
much what you do in this game is to tell them where to go and they handle the rest. The heart beat when your chaos meter gets
filled up is really loud and annoying... So on. I am writing these of the top of my head so i probably will froget about some of
them.

Played all the current levels. First 3 was a blast to play. Skirmish map however is really really hard.
The last map is only for alpha players and it basicly lets you spawn any npc you want and just do as you please witch was the
best map for me. I dont think there will be anything like a map editor/creator. At least i havent heard of it. If there is and i think
there HAS TO BE a map editor. That would give the game so much replay value.

So AI acts stupid sometimes. Both zombies and humans. Haven't come across any bugs. The existing levels are pretty good but
there is room for improvement. Other than that this game is really fun to play and it has an idea that we don't see in games very
often. I cant say you will like the game but i certinly love zombie games and this was one of the best i played as far as the
gameplay goes.... simply amazing. I wouldn't pay for this, came bundled with the game.
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these tracks are really catchy. my favourite is strange wiggles.. I'm keen on giving games in my library at least 1h of actual
playtime, even bad ones. Usually I can handle myself pretty well in that aspect: Some games are worth a lot more, some games
are pretty bad but at least they can be played.

This game was just flat out annoying and that hour felt amazingly long. To quickly summarize: In this game, you fight by
playing poker/yahtzee with a standard cardset, set up in a patience way, and do damage based on the combinations you do.

Here are some reasons this game isn't great:

- Bad writing: There's a dialogue full of choices which doesn't matter even a single bit. You can skip all conversations - which
after the first given quest was complete, I started doing - Introduction to the lore wasn't well done. You're playing some
guy/creature that has no memories left. You seem to be the only one that doesn't, however - you'll meet people who have a solid
idea who you are, but keep you in the dark for, really, no reason what so ever. It gets frustrating.

- Bad music: Music an sich isn't terrible. It's got some good tunes. The main problem is that these soundclips seem to be 30-40
seconds each. On the main menu and victory screen, you won't notice, but in a battle with an average playtime of 8-10 minutes,
you're getting annoyed pretty quick with this repetitive tune. Next battle? The exact same clip which bored you before as well.

- Bad design: Character-wise, game seems designed OK. You have common enemy #1 which gets recolored in quest 3, there's a
boss, there are some allies with different designs. But it seems they've severely missed the ball in designing their core mechanic:
the cardsets. They're just so bland. If you're not making a special card system, at least make it so that your enemies have special
cards that match them. It's the core of your game, and you're missing out on it.

- Bad gameplay: As said above, you're playing yahtzee/poker with cards, set up in a patience-like fashion. Don't think all
combinations are worth something however - playing a royal flush instead of a straight? Too bad, have the same amount of
points. You need 1 card to make a solid set? The AI is suddenly overly intelligent and puts away the card before you can act,
ruining his own hand. You need "rage" for special powers? They're costly for the damage you can do, and you enemy can do 2x
as much - without even breaking a sweat. This game is way too annoying at start already, just imagine what this could be later
on.

All by all, bad game, farm cards and move on.

2/10. what is this micro-resolution of 6xx by 5xx?. the game is great for people looking to make progress while doing something
else. or like just someone who wants a simple mmo rpg. i love the game because there's no complicated crafting or leveling
system, it's just a "you level up congrats" and some boost in strength or wisdom, and the way weapons work too, "if it costs
more, it's better". simple but its very pleasing. it's true not for people who like next gen graphics but its worth to give a shot. i
am probably gonna buy premium when i make it to higher levels ahhahhaha lvl 30 as of now.. really cool, more please. "It's time
to move on
I shall miss it all
But we shall go forth
And we shall go forth brave."

Wanna weep through the credits of a video game? You've come to the right place. An inspiring adventure to take with you on
your journey in the real world.

10\/10 have played twice so far and cried both times. Fun for a bit but gets pretty repetitive pretty fast. It's an interesting idea
but I'd rather play a team-based turn based tactical game like xcom or final fantasy tactics.

Would have probably enjoyed it more if there were more tactical options or more people on my team. Graphics and sound are
ok and I did have some fun but $10 is a bit much. On sale for $8 is a bit more reasonable but still overpriced in my opinion.

[Server Maintenance] Tuesday, April 3rd 2018, 21:00 EDT:
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Please be aware that we will be conducting a scheduled maintenance on Steam Knight Online Servers and service will be
temporarily unavailable.
Maintenance time will be as follows:

Knight Online Server Time (EDT): 21:00
South America (PET): 20:00
Turkey : 4:00, April 4th

Duration: Approx. 1 Hour

The maintenance will include:. [Server Maintenance] Wednesday, February 13th, 2019, 20:00 EST:
Please be aware that we will be conducting a scheduled maintenance on Steam Knight Online Servers and service will be
temporarily unavailable.
Maintenance time will be as follows:

Knight Online Server Time (EST): 20:00
South America (PET): 20:00
Turkey : 4:00, February 14th

Duration: Approx. 1 Hour

The maintenance will include:. NEW DLC NOW AVAILABLE for Hyperdimension Neptunia
Re;Birth3!:
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Get Nepucated this holiday season with a brand-new DLC! We are excited to announce a new DLC for the 
Hyperdimension Neptunia™ Re;Birth 3 titled, "Let's Get Nepucated." The DLC is NOW AVAILABLE with
a WEEKLONG 20% DISCOUNT off the $1.99 price!

Let's Get Nepucated!
Let's Get Nepucated DLC unlocks a special event, called "Nepucation," where Neptune asks questions to the
player. Get to know Neptune better by asking her select questions!

Check out the new "Let's Get Nepucated!" DLC here!

And as a friendly reminder, Neptunia™ fans can pick up and revisit the Re;Birth series at an 80% discount! The 
Re;Birth series, as well as many IFI published Steam titles are discounted during the Steam Winter Sale! The Iffy
Steam Holiday Sale ends on January 3, so act fast!
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Head over to our Publisher Page now!. Night mode:

Update #1  - "Night mode". Rules of Conduct Update 09/10/2018:
Hail Knights!
We have updated our Rules of Conduct so that you will be up to date
on what NOT TO DO while you enjoy your stay in the Adonis Continent.
Please review this content carefully to prevent any future offenses
should you get flagged by one of our Game Masters.

Click in the following link to know about our Rules of Conduct:
http://www.nttgameonline.com/knight/en/corporate/rules

Best Regards,
NTTGame Support Staff. Korean, French, Italian:
Korean
French
Italian
Languages added to the game!

. Update #27: Dino Mobility:
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Dino Mobility. We are streaming Cyberdimension Neptunia™: 4 Goddesses Online TODAY at 5PM
PDT!:

Join us for our stream of Cyberdimension Neptunia™: 4 Goddesses Online TODAY at 5PM PDT!

We will be holding GIVEAWAYS and showing off what 4GO is all about!

See you guys soon!. Looking to fix a couple issues, comment please:
Hey I wanted to ask is everything alright in the current version of the game?
I need to fix as many bugs this week as i wont be able to do so in the next 3 weeks
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